Liquid Magic in the Mysterious Caves of Seven Stones
Nestled on benchland overlooking the Similkameen Valley, Seven Stones Winery is a 100% estate
winery well-known for its full-bodied red wines, a spectacular view and its mysterious caves. Built with
a solid reputation for blends and single varietal reds, Seven Stones is fast becoming a leader in the wine
industry. Winery owner and winemaker George Hanson sadly passed away in February 2021, he was
passionate about every aspect of winemaking beginning with careful attention to the growth cycles of
the grapes to the aging of the wines in world-class caves cellars.
One may wonder why owner George Hanson went to so much effort and expense to build such a
marvel. After all, the caves are the only ones of their kind in Canada and have been rated as a world
class cellar. The fact is the caves contribute to greater control of the aging process, creating the finest
red wines.
Such precision in temperature control is needed as the summer heat in the Similkameen Valley can be
extreme, reaching upwards of an arid 40 degrees. The depth of the caves allows the temperature to
remain a constant 10.5 degrees, which is imperative to the optimal aging of wine.

Awakening the Senses
No expense was spared in the construction of the caves, creating a mysterious and tantalizing
experience for all who visit. The custom-installed LED engineered ambient lighting and sophisticated
sound system offer only a taste of extravagance that’s offered in the caves. Those fortunate enough to
take the “Seven Stones Experience” tour are treated to having all five senses stimulated. The tour
includes a wine sample right out of the barrel which is paired with mouth-watering dark chocolate.
Music is played on the cave’s crystal-clear sound system, an experience that has been known to move
one to tears.
If you plan on touring the Similkameen Valley this summer, visiting the caves at Seven Stones should be
on the top of your list. Take a tour of the winery and the caves or even just breathe in the view on the
sundeck with your picnic lunch as you enjoy a crisp, refreshing glass of Seven Stones Chardonnay.
Whatever you decide, your experience at Seven Stones Winery will be truly unforgettable.
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About Seven Stones Winery

Seven Stones Winery is an estate boutique winery located in the pristine Similkameen Valley. The
owner /winemaker George Hanson makes wines in a French style that are very elegant and show the
best of grape variety. The winery produces about 4200 cases from hand-picked grapes that are grown
on site. The wines are barrel aged in underground caves to ensure that they receive consistent
atmospheric conditions. The caves also are available to rent for special events like weddings, retreats or
winemakers dinners. There are three tour packages available to the public. One is a basic cave tour that
takes 15 minutes and another is the Seven Stones Experience that takes about 40 minutes. The third one
is called A Walk with the Winemaker Tour, which is an exclusive and comprehensive tour with
winemaker George Hanson. Participants are treated to three barrel tastings, chocolate, a keepsake wine
glass while enjoying a one-on-one experience with a winemaker. Come to enjoy our impressive facility
with great wines and a world class cellar!
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